Anti Hydro and Anti Fossil Fuel Green Groups are All About
Global Control of our Most Abundant and Free Sources of Power

Anti Hydro Power Green Groups like American Rivers Chant Over and Over
"Climate Change", "Climate Crisis" and "Lower Carbon Emissions" yet climate
change is natural and the man made contribution of Carbon Dioxide is insignificant
at 0.117%. They act outside of integrity.
These green extreme groups are all funded and associated by the same far left
corporations and families, e.g. Mellons, Turner, Audubon Society, Trout
Unlimited, Earthjustice, World Wildlife Fund, Pew Trusts, Bullitt Foundation of
Seattle, American Conservation Assoc., American Prairie Reserve, etc.
Plus they are often invested in or cross chair on wind and solar alternative energy
companies which provide no stable power source for America. That is to say their
ideas have no financial sustaining basis as it is based on a global model called
Agenda 21/2030 and so call “Sustainable Development”.
Read Ron Arnold's two books on this networking of money, power and politics "Undue Influence" and "Freezing InThe Dark". These two books will blow your
mind into reality.
In fact Ron Arnold talks about American Rivers in his book Undue Influence,
page 266. These are the same groups and funding families using the same patterns
of anti mining, anti use of our forests, anti hydroelectric power, anti fossil fuel, et
al. They go from state to state and court to court shutting down all common sense
use of our abundant God given natural resources. And they work through liberal
universities sponging off of tax taking via subsidized government funding.
These left of center super rich, extreme green NGO’s and Ivy League academia
work together to establish rural cleansing, mandate wild lands projects, heritage
programs, wilderness corridors, United Nations Biodiversity Treaties and UN
Global Biodiversity Assessments, on and on. This extremism destroys private
property in America and business and industry, the life blood of how America
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keeps its independence and sovereignty. As Ron Arnold says on the cover of his
book Undue Influence this is how wealth foundations, grant driven environmental
groups and zealous bureaucrats control our future.
This radical environmental movement must be stopped. They are dismantling our
roads, logging industry, mining, ranching, farming, fishing and dams. All these
resources are key to why America is rich and strong and independent. They are
dismantling the use of our resources one piece at a time!
Taking away these natural resources and the jobs will make America codependent
on the central banks and big government. Centralizing control of our natural
resources into a nonproductive wilderness for the urban elite, academia and left
leaning fringe groups will destroy America traditions, jobs and economy. This is
exactly what is happening! Thomas Jefferson called the central banks vipers. The
banks are created by the seed money of the super wealthy, i.e. their seed money
leads to global control.
Dr. Michael Coffman devoted his life to wake up Americans to the dark side of
environmental extreme movement. Unfortunately his site sponsored by American
Stewards was taken down after his death and I could not get them to bring it back
up. However, the first two links below will summarize the message.
 Taking Liberty
 The Goal of Globalists (His last words)
 https://www.freedomadvocates.org/ (This is Michael Shaw’s web site
exposing the globalization of California and America)
These super rich foundations and their academia puppets do not give a dam about
the dams and the rivers and lakes we live near, fish in and hunt by. Why would the
super rich pay billions to shut down your water, timber, minerals, power to control
your sovereignty and independence! All while they go to the public pig trough for
your hard earned money from these very resources they thrive to deprive us from.
They will deny and defy this truth. All while they come for your dams, then your
trees, then your roads, then your rivers, then your farms, ranches, cattle, chickens,
sheep, hunting of wild game, fishing, shooting, archery, anything to cripple you
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into a global dependence! And they will have more reasons to take you than you
have to defend yourself! And then you will find yourself in court where they have
the mega global funding and you have nothing! Do you get the picture yet?
The people who steal our resources and jobs can be easily flushed out. They are
typically not local and certainly not multigenerational to your rural area. They live
in or near large urban areas and work in super populated cities. They are left of
center in their politics usually but sway many near right of center into their den.
Unfortunately there is a vast supporting network of very wealthy foundations and
grant driven environmental groups and benefiting bureaucrats that help the green
takings. They work and fund efforts to transfer your State public and private land
into conservation easements, greenways, parks, “heritage” areas, growth
management areas, federal tribal reservations,
These environmental extreme far left funded groups and to many right leaning
mission is to roll up your rural resources that is where the real money is.
The green extreme networks are well organized with benefiting organizations and
affiliated interests including your local muni and state and federal government and
with non government organizations (NGO). They disguise themselves as Greens
Bearing Gifts.
This is the same national and transnational wealth which controls the world. They
can generate more political power to take your private and public land, forests,
water, wages, pensions, income and profit than you have to keep them. In fact, it is
far worse. By the time you have woken up to realize your power grid has become
highly unstable and codependent than the far less reliable and far more costly solar
and wind farms, it is too late. The legislation has been passed in the back room
with big bucks and absolutely no Consent of the Govern.
Because the state constitutions and the U.S. constitutions are not being followed to
the letter and there is NO "Consent of the Govern", your own Muni, state and U.S.
representatives and senators are pacifying big alternative energy interests and
forcing local coops to fund these crippled forms of unreliable energy. This
increases the cost of effective energy delivered to the grid and spreads it on the
consumers.
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It gets worse. The majority of your fellow state Citizens will not have a clue of the
reality of the far left mission to make America environmentally energy
codependent instead of natural resource independent.
These are huge forces who launder their takings with token and false flags gifts to
make your water clean, your air clean, your power clean all while they clean/limit
your free speech, clean/dumb down your education, clean the way you think and
believe.
Gullible Americans have been thoroughly taken to the cleaners. At least half of
Americans have swallowed the Blue Pill and it is too late to throw it up.

"BEWARE OF THE GREEN EXTREME GROUPS BEARING GIFTS."

Jack Venrick
Rollins, Montana
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